ADC MERCURY SPILL CLEAN-UP KIT
Intended for ALL models of mercurial blood pressure devices

Model #980SK

Contents:
(1) 1 oz. pouch Green-Z absorbent

(1) Pair nitrile high-risk exam gloves (contains no latex)

(1) Scooper with attached scraper

(1) Safety combo mask

(1) 7'' x 10'' white self sealing polybag

(1) “Caution Contains Mercury” sticker

(2) Tear-resistant clear polybags

(2) Heavy-duty twist ties

Spill Clean-Up Procedure:
1. Remove contents from bag. Inventory all components.
2. Put on mask and gloves.
3. Separate the scraper from the scooper along perforation.
4. Using the scraper, roll all the mercury into one pool.
Remember: Elemental mercury is a non-wetting liquid.
It will not soak into rugs or fabric.
5. Cut open the Green-Z as marked on package. Sprinkle around the
pool of mercury to effectively contain it. Then sprinkle the
remaining Green-Z powder covering all of the mercury.
6. Pour approximately 1 to 3 oz. of water onto the Green-Z powder.
This will instantly turn the powder into an easy to handle gel
suspending the mercury within it.

7.

Using the scraper and scooper, collect all the gelled material,
including the mercury. Place into white (self-sealing) polybag.
8. Peel off paper backing exposing the adhesive and seal the white polybag.
9. Place “Caution Contains Mercury” sticker directly over pictured
flower on white polybag.
10. If mercurial instrument is damaged, mercury continues to leak.
Place into doubled clear polybags and close with provided twist tie.
11. Dispose of as per your normal procedure. If you require assistance,
contact our customer service technical department at (800) ADC-2670.
0r order our pre-labeled, DOT/UPS approved Mercury Return Kit #985.

Precautions:
In the event of a mercury spill, be sure to read all the literature provided. Make sure to wear both mask and gloves provided in the kit. Maintain adequate ventilation
in the area and keep all unnecessary personnel away until the clean-up procedure has been completed. This will prevent the mercury from scattering. Remove
all jewelry as mercury combines with many soft metals. Do not heat mercury.
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